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Abstract
Some years ago, you could easily say that corporations shouldn’t think much
about startups doing some harm to them. But on today’s market, startup may be
a real threat to each and every corporation. In this digital age startups are quick
to scale, getting into a big market faster before any corporation have time to
react.
Because of this corporations started treating their “enemies” in a different way
and with more respect. In this paper work we are going to describe precisely
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how big firms work with startups, including some examples.
Our paper work consists of 2 chapters: theoretical (part 1 and 2) and practical
(part 3). In the chapter I we would like to speak on goals and benefits of the
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partnership between big firms and startups. As usually there will be some
advantages and disadvantages for both sides, but in most of the cases it’s
worth the risk.
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Speaking of risks, in the same part you will find the risks big companies can
meet while cooperating. We are going to talk mainly about risks for big
companies because they are the main focus of our work.
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The second chapter of this work is the center of our research. You will be able

as

to find a simple classification on how to work with startups. The whole
classification is based on our custom-made table, in which we’ve included
partnership, investment, acquisition and not as new but very modified category

C

as Systematic Startup Programs.
Also, in this chapter you will be able to find the seed of our research: a view on
capital, cooperation and co-opetition.
And the practical part will include 2 case studies about Uber and Microsoft. This
part should describe how the theory works in praxis.
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1. Why big firms work with Startups?
Digitization enables possibilities that were previously unimaginable. Existing
business models must be questioned, and new ones found. Bringing fresh and
new ideas to life has been more important and simultaneously challenging for
big companies. If they do not, they run the risk of being forced out of business.
For example, Nokia, once the world's biggest mobile-phone maker failed
because they were not ready to innovate and to bring new products into the
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market. They have seen the mobile future but did nothing about it. As a result,
Nokia was crushed by innovation driven competitors like Apple and Android.
That is the reason, why it is time for big firms to innovate constantly, to start
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thinking outside the box, to create the real customer satisfaction by solving the
real problems and to bring their own business processes into question.
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On the other hand, there are the startups, which are young, flexible and
continually disrupting. They come up with new technology and develop new
business models. They are known for speed, risk-taking and innovation, but
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pretty often have some difficulties on growing their brand and business.
Without the access to the market and the right audience and therefore without
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possibility of testing their own product or solution, they have high risk on
building the wrong product. According to the statistics, around 47% of startups
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fail because their product has no need for customers when it comes to the
market. At this point a small funding and the possibility to reach the customer
could prevent the failure and make needed testing happen in the right moment.
In opposition to the startups, big corporates have proven their value on the
market, they know their customer, but often missing a new technology and
unable to implement fast and effective new ideas and methods.
Success and innovative business models are about taking risks and
commitments and seeing opportunities that others don’t see. This is the main
cause why big corporates prefer to work together with young and flexible
startups or to outsource the whole innovation process to these. Anyhow, not
only corporates are more eager to cooperate. Due to the high fail rate and
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missing expertise at climbing their proof of concept, among others they’re often
doing it for the first time, startups are rather ambitious to get into a cooperation
with big and experienced companies.
It looks like both, startups and big companies, need each other's help. In the
part 1 we would like to describe closely, why it is beneficial to cooperate. Which
goals do big companies pursue. But also, which risks do the partnership entail.

1.1. Goals for big companies
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Cooperation usually involve strengthening or improving the own market position
and competitive environment. For established companies, this can mean they
are able to gain access to new ways of working, new ideas, products and
technologies, or completely new business models. The cooperation with young,
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flexible companies has become as attractive for big corporates as never before.
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But what are the main goals for corporates to get into the partnership?
In opposite to the startups, established companies are primarily focused on
stakeholder-oriented goals. Depending on the industry in which the respective
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company operates, which vision it pursues, and also which corporate culture it
maintains, it concerns on the goal the company pursues. It is not primarily to
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maximize financial returns on investments. Against the backdrop of growing
strain from the competitors’ side corporations are mostly focused on to pursue
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strategic goals and on goals oriented on the customer centricity and innovation.
We will take a closer look at these goals:

Strategic goals
Big companies consider startups as a source of inspiration and as developers
of new technology. Startups helps the giants to look outside the box, to adjust
the own product strategy or even more to questioning the whole business
model and probably to develop new one. The strategic goal is all about to
strengthen the own market position, to lock-out competitors and to gain market
share.
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Through cooperation, large companies gain access to new markets and
networks in a special, new segment. Technology-oriented startups often have
special expertise in a particular market or a high level of awareness among a
specific target group (for example, young people or people affine with
technology). For large companies, the cooperation opens up a market or target
group that would otherwise have remained closed to it. As an example, BMW i
Ventures invests in young and high-growth companies with innovative mobility
services. The goal of the venture capital firm of the BMW Group is to enter into
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strategic and long-term partnerships.

Innovation-oriented goals

Innovation is the currency of the digitized future. Innovation processes require
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flexibility and quick decisions - especially in areas that are developing rapidly.
Nowadays digital transformation is the most important challenge for the
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established companies. Innovation and digitization are the two key success
factors for companies to remain competitive in the future. But in fact, big
industry giants are often too bureaucratic, they work incrementally on improving
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the own products. It lacks the open-minded view and the necessary expertise
with the new technologies. That is why almost all big companies are challenged
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to develop innovation.

In this case, startups are more effective in managing innovation. Founders are
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powerful, enthusiastic and more vision oriented. They are not scared of
accelerating changes in business world; they continuously improve products
and look for new opportunities. The business models and business processes
of startups are highly digitized, for big firms the cooperation with the agile little
ones could be essential to achieve the innovation-oriented goals.
In addition to it, cooperation enables access to new technologies, which is
absolutely necessary for large companies to stay competitive or to generate
competitive advantages. For instance, Facebook acquired the Oculus Rift
because the virtual reality is expected to become a next big thing in a very close
future.
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Customer-oriented goals
Technologies, products and business models comes and go. Only one thing
does not change: successful business models are based on the ability to build
customer relationships and maintain them over the long term. Customer
centricity plays the crucial role and has become a critical success factor. It is the
answer to the technological shift in power relations between suppliers and
consumers. Thanks to social media and global networking, consumers today
have more power of demand than ever before.
Against this background, companies often only see their task in processing
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customer wishes rather than in satisfy the real, often hidden customer needs.
It's different with startups. Through their agile product development and

innovative value-added processes, startups are able to create a “minimum
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viable product” which helps to get feedback directly from the customer on an
early stage of development. This enables them to learn important lessons about
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the user acceptance and to react immediately based on customer needs and
market requirements. If necessary, they are not too shy to adapt their value
proposition several times until they get it right. So, the added value takes place

e

immediately close to the customer. As an example, there is Google who
partnered with Uber to enhance their existing maps feature by offering users a
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more convenient way to request rides.
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Other goals

Quite often, partnerships have financial interest. To open up additional revenue
sources, Deutsche Telekom for instance, is cooperating with several internet
firms. Thus, with the music provider Spotify, whose offer is coupled with some
telephone rates. There are already various types of partnerships existing with
different financial styles.
Sure, customer centricity and innovation change the businesses. However, for
some companies the main goal in a partnership is to optimize the own
processes. Big companies gain benefits from the minimalism of coordination
and decision-making processes in startups and hope to improve their own
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production, business and communication processes. In addition, a stable
network of suppliers and partners is crucial for established companies cooperation with young companies may in future create new partners in the
own value chain and into other industries.
Collaborating with startups gives companies the opportunity to create an
adaptable and creative climate that makes them attractive to qualified
employees. By this way, cooperation with startups also promotes the
achievement of employee-oriented goals.
At the era of scarce resources, ecological goals can be also relevant. Through
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cooperation with startups, companies make an important contribution to the
economic growth, they promote technological progress and secure new or
additional jobs. In this way, cultural goals of a company can also be positively
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influenced.
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order of importance.
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The following graph demonstrates the goals of established companies in the

[Figure 1. The goals of established companies in the order of importance, 2018]
The numbers (in percent) refer to the case study by Deloitte, based on the
research results of the European Center of Competence for Applied Research
in Medium-Sized Enterprises (EKAM) at the University of Bamberg.
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1.2. Benefits for big companies
By outsourcing tasks to the startup there are a number of other advantages for
the big company. For example, the work can be outsourced if the own
capacities are utilized and the product or technology lie outside of the core
competences of the corporation, respectively in a special case when
outsourcing is more cost-effective or when it is possible to minimize liability and
risk by outsourcing.
The "time-to-market", also plays a crucial role: startups, for example, operate in
cannot or does not want to engage.
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a test market and test innovations in areas in which the large company itself
Equally, most companies expect to enhance the branding and to improve
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company's image. For example, the 130-year-old soft drink manufacturer Coca
Cola entered into a partnership with Spotify. Coca Cola speculates that the
name of the drink is going in the mind of consumers, by connecting to the
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Spotify playlist and so, transmits positive associations and attitudes.
Last but not least, there is the mutual knowledge transfer as a huge benefit for
both sides. It helps to learn both players important lessons on e.g. how to
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e

improve the own business.

1.3. Risks

C

To enter into a partnership shows strategic vision and courage. In terms of the
benefits collaboration brings to both sides, one might think it is a win-win
situation. Nevertheless, every partnership always carries risks, especially for the
big companies which can look back on a long history and bear a high
responsibility towards the society and its own employees. In this part we would
like to take a closer look at the risks for big firms.
With startups and established companies, there are two fundamentally different
forms of organization. Likewise, both are running at variant speeds. In this
regard, it is absolutely essential to know and to understand the goals and
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intentions of each other, because success requires a common mission. In fact,
there are many collaborations failed, first and foremost, because the interests of
the both parties collide, and the corporate cultures are incompatible.
When you think about the risks, you might think the highest risk of cooperation
between startups and established companies is the financial risk. In fact, the
financial risk is quite high, not least because the companies invest large
amounts in the partner startup. However, the uncertain outcome or loss of
investment is usually included in the preliminary costing of the partnership.
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Predominantly for an established company, is the threat to the brand promise,
probably the biggest risk, which is entered by a cooperation. Failure to meet
customer expectations, or even the loss of long-standing loyal customers, will
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result in a much higher financial loss than the primary loss of an investment.
Also, as soon as customer or company data become involved, a failure can
jeopardize the brand image or the reputation of the corporate. These so-called
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soft factors within the cooperation often represents a much higher risk to the
large established companies.

In conclusion, one can be said, cooperation has many benefits if the risks are

e

recognized in advance if they are calculated or even avoided. But this requires
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a good groundwork by the both cooperation partners, a common understanding
of the goals and a common mission.
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2. How big firms work with Startups?
As we have described in the first part of this work, collaboration between
corporations and startups has a lot of benefits from one side but also some risks
on the other.
So, what are the possible ways of collaboration? It could look like this custommade table (Figure 2). We point to 4 types of collaboration: partnership, startup
programs, investment and acquisition. The whole classification was based on
two main points: level of investment and degree of involvement.
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[Figure 2. Types of cooperation with Startups, 2018]

2.1. Types of work between big firms and startups
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In this section, we are going to talk about different types of partnership based
on Figure 2. Partnership with corporation is well planned, structured, organized

2.1.1. Partnership

St

and forecasted. The financial side of this typology will be described in part 2.2.
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The reason why corporations willing to partner with startups is very easy. From
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the experience with Uber or Airbnb corporations know that the market is not
always on their side as they may think. Till the time someone could realize Uber
and Airbnb had a worth, they were too expensive to acquire. So, there are 2
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options left: either you partner with them or you wait till they may eat some
piece of your market share.
According to our classification this type “Partnership” means that the level of
investment is very low or even close to 0. In this scenario corporations don’t
need to invest at all or minimum. The degree of involvement is also very low.
That means that both, corporation and startup, have not much involvement in
each other’s business and stay separate legal entities, meaning “We both
(corporation & startup) provide each other a product or a service but we are still
2 separate companies”. They just provide each other products or services for a
win-win purpose.
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There are some companies that are ready to partner with smaller firms for a
philanthropic reason, like for example UNICEF. They work to protect child rights
and welfare across the globe, they constantly partner with different firms to
maximize the impact of its efforts.
Another reason to partner with a startup is to improve your services or to
develop in other markets. For instance, the SAP Health division is partnering
with more than 15 startups to build a custom healthcare innovation portfolio. In
most of the cases SAP spends 0 cents on such partnership, has no legal
relation to startups and both sides win. Startup gets high quality partner,
and time on additional development.
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increases they revenue and their value on the market, while SAP saves money
Summary: “Partnership” means minimum invested money, lower risks and win-
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win results for both parties.

2.1.2. Investment
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If corporation decides to invest in the startup, they must do something right.
Investment is the first thing most of startups seek to. They lack resources and
even small investment could change the situation of the whole company rapidly.
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An investment is an asset or item acquired with the goal of generating income
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or appreciation. In our case it is a monetary asset purchased with the idea that
the asset will provide income in the future or will later be sold at a higher price
for a profit. [Investopedia, 2018]
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The good example for this category might be Alphabet, Google Ventures (GV) if
to be specific. They have the whole wide spectrum of topics they would like to
invest in: from Online Signature, Cloud Service, Robotics till Uber and Online
payments. But what is their goal? Google Venture has always said that the goal
is more likely to have a financial return, rather than to help already existing
business units.
Alphabet is a huge corporation and you could expect that they have few Capital
Ventures. The other one, called Capital G has different strategy. This Venture
invests only in the later-stage tech startups and the numbers of investment are
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much bigger. Today the list for this venture includes Airbnb, Glassdoor, Stripe
etc.
Summary: “Investment” means to allocate money in the expectation of some
benefit in the future. The degree of involvement is higher because the level of
investment is also bigger than in “partnership”.

2.1.3. Acquisition
Acquisition of a startup might be one more way of partnership between
corporations and startups. By the way a lot of startups are originally created
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with a goal to be sold. And if we take a look at US Startup area: 3 of 4 startups
are acquired by bigger companies.

But why would you need to acquire a startup? There can be quite a few
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reasons:
•

a startup is creating a disruption on your market

•

you want to expand and diversify your product or portfolio
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For instance, huge corporations like Microsoft, Facebook or Google acquire
startups to get an additional app or capability to their portfolio. As an example,
we can take Facebook acquiring the Oculus Rift or Instagram. Instagram was
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bought for few interesting reasons: to become a total leader of social media
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market and to grow Facebook’s photo data mining capabilities. And Oculus was
acquired because the virtual reality is expected to become a next big thing in a
very close future.
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When acquiring a startup big companies have in mind next thoughts:
•

how will it grow and expand company's portfolio?

•

will startup secure their position on a global market?

•

can that be the future technology that will help them to become a future
leader in this field?

Summary: “Acquiring” a startup has the highest level of investment and degree
of involvement.
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2.1.4. Systematic Startup Programs (Business Incubators &
Accelerators)
As a separate category, we would like to introduce different startup programs
that help corporations and startups to communicate and to find each other.
Such kind of programs can be beneficial for everyone as far as they speak the
language of both sides. Big companies recognize those programs as a
supplementary way to get new ideas asap and perhaps work with, invest in, or
learn from innovative startups. That is why there is such interesting thing called
their goal.

ud

Business Incubators
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Business Incubators and Seed Accelerators that can help both sides to achieve

A business incubator is a company that helps startup companies to develop by
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providing services such as management training or office space. [Wikipedia,
2018]

Business incubators help startups with resources, legal learnings, accounting

C

as

e

issues, business knowledge, funding, space and other basics they may need.

[Figure 3. Business Incubator: support services offered to the Startups, 2015]
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The time a startup can spent in incubator can vary from industry to industry but
it’s a long-term relationship that can last even few years. The Process looks
different by Startup Accelerators, also known as Seed Accelerators. Getting
help from such program can bring startups to corporations that would like to
invest in their idea or even to acquire it.

Startup Accelerators
These are programs with fixed terms, group-based programs that include
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investment, association, mentorship, education, and final point - presentation.
[Wikipedia, 2018] Sounds similar to Business Incubator? Not exactly.

Here is the main differentiation between Business Incubator (BI) and Seed

The application process by SA is opened to anyone, but very
competitive.

•

St

•

ud

Accelerator (SA):

A seed investment is usually made in exchange for equity. The
investment can be different and depends on accelerator’s program.
The focus is on small teams and not on individuals with ideas.

•

The startup must finish the whole program by the given deadline

as

e

•

(typically 3 month). During the process startups get intensive mentoring
and training, the startups are expected to work agile.
The program finishes with “Demo Day” where the startups are presented

C

•

to investors.

12
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[Figure 4. Business Accelerator Process, 2018]
The reason we need to talk about these 2 systematic startup programs is that in
the last years corporations found their own way to avoid such mediators as
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accelerators and incubators. They’ve created their own programs that work
specifically on the topic “Finding a right startup”. Here are few good examples:
•

Barclays Accelerator

•

Citrix Startup Accelerator

•

Daimler: Startup Autobahn

•

Intel Education Accelerator
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Google for Entrepreneurs

•

Microsoft for Startups

•

FbStart from Facebook

•

AT&T Aspire Accelerator
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e

•

C

2.2. Market Analysis

In this part of our research we would like to present you our market analysis.
We are going to have a closer look on capital, cooperation and such interesting
thing as co-opetition from a corporation side.

2.2.1. A view on Capital
How may capital change if big companies decide towards cooperation with a
startup? We would like to include 2 important things that will influence the
capital of big firms while working with startup:
•

How can you structure the capital?
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•

How can you finance the
partnership?

This part is based on Corporate
Finance Institute research sources
that helped us to structure this part.
How can you structure the capital?
It is very important to know how
capital is structured or how can it be structured. Capital Structure refers to the
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amount of debt and/or equity engaged by a firm to fund its operations and
finance its assets. The structure is usually revealed as a debt-to-equity or debtto-capital ratio.
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Debt and equity capital are used to fund a business’ operations and different
kinds of investments. There are tradeoffs companies have to make when they
decide whether to increase debt or equity and both will be balanced with the
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goal to find the optimal capital structure.

To be able to optimize the structure, a company has to decide if it needs more
debt or equity. The new capital may be used to invest in new assets or may be
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as

e

used to repurchase debt/equity.

[Figure 5. Dynamics between debt and equity from the view of investors and the
firm, 2018]
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Debt investors take less risk because they have the first claim on the assets of
the business in the event of bankruptcy. For this reason, they accept a lower
rate of return, and thus the firm has a lower cost of capital when it issues debt
compared to equity. [Capital Structure Overview, 2018]
Equity investors take more risk as they only receive the residual value after debt
investors have been repaid. In exchange for this risk equity investors expect a
higher rate of return and therefore the implied cost of equity is greater than that
of debt. [Capital Structure Overview, 2018]
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How can you finance the partnership?
It doesn’t matter if you invest, partner or acquire, you need to find a money for
the financing.

ud

In general, there are 2 main ways:

Internal Financing – with your own capital

•

External Financing – different external sources

St

•

The internal investment consists of profits hold by the company for investment.
External financing is capital that firms obtain from outside the business. There

e

are many kinds of external financing. The two main ones are equity issues and
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bank financing. External financing considered to be more expensive than
internal financing because of different transaction cost etc.
Bank financing takes a variety of forms. The most common is to receive a
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cash flow-based loan, in which the Bank scrutinizes the cash flow and profit
margins of the target company. [Investopedia, 2018]
Equity financing involves the buyer company selling securities in order to raise
money, then using that money for both the acquisition transaction and to
provide additional cash for the new company. [Investopedia, 2018]
The biggest noticeable change for a corporation will be of course acquisition of
a startup. The target company's financials are more important than the
acquiring firm's, the target company is the asset that eventually generates the
returns that are used to pay back the loan.
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When a firm acquires another legal entity, there is a foreseeable short-term
effect on the stock price for both firms. Normally, the acquiring company's stock
will fall while the target company's stock will rise.
The target company's stock usually goes up because of the premium that the
acquiring company pays.

2.2.3. A view on Cooperation (Trends)
We have spoked already a lot on how and why big firms cooperate with startups
and in this part, we would like to name the most popular industries for startups
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in 2018. They attract investors because they focus on future technologies and
they have huge potential for ROI.

1.

Blockchain Technology

ud

7 Popular Industries to Invest in 2018
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Cryptocurrency and blockchain are one step away from getting their own place
in our ecosystem. You may be skeptical about cryptocurrency but the
blockchain technology that stimulated a lot of new startups in last few years has
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a lot of potential. Many new interesting blockchain startups are about to launch
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in 2018. They have their view on different topics that can be connected with
blockchain technology: from deploying crypto assets to reinventing the renting
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industry, improve blockchain algorithms etc.
2.

Artificial Intelligence

Even though this topic has created a lot of hype in all Business and
technological articles, yet the market can’t capitalize on it. But it’s expected that
this industry will create a few trillionaires in the next few years. And it’s a good
area to start a business. Such companies as Apple, Amazon and Samsung
already set the AI as an important technology to be implemented in next few
years and they are already actively searching for new startups in this area.
3.

Voice centric Devices

Amazon Echo & Google Home made everyone to take a closer look at future
technology. Only Amazon has sold more that 20 Mio devices worldwide and its
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already a tremendous number for this industry that looks like it has just started
to grow. More and more companies agree that voice centric devices will not
only become a normal part of our lives but also will bring a lot or revenue to the
creators.
4.

Virtual & Augmented Reality

These two trends may and will disrupt quite few industries in very close future:
from games to healthcare and even consultancy. In 2017 VR Industry reached
revenue of around $7B and the forecast says that this number will be at least 4
times bigger already in 2020.
Energy Sector – Green Energy
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5.

While creating a new business models, don’t forget to think about corporate
social responsibility. That is why the importance of this topic “Green Energy”
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rises every day. According to a Bloomberg report, the amount of electricity
produced through green energy has doubled four times since 2000. There is a
6.

Cybersecurity

St

huge interest in green energy, where the biggest investor is government.
Most probably 2018 is the year when a cybersecurity was brought to a new
level of importance, especially after the GDPR hitting its deadline. Most of the

e

times it is pretty expensive for a corporation to develop their own security
7.

as

systems and often they try to delegate this task to external firms.
Internet of Things

This is most probably the most stable Industry for all startups. The importance

C

of it grows steadily and undoubtedly proves its value. According to the Futurum
Statistics around 2/3 of American companies already implemented IoT in their
business. This technology has only advantages and being a startup in this
industry can easily attract investors and corporations.

2.2.3. A view on Co-opetition
If you hear about cooperating with your competition, what are you thinking
about? Most of you would be very surprised but this is not a new business
model that has a lot of advantages. Cooperating with a competitor has even its
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own term – co-opetition and this is one of the best and fastest ways to grow a
company.
This is not as new topic as you may think. As 2014 study on Amazon’s
competitive habits in Industrial Marketing Management mentions “by
collaborating with its competitors, a company can build new capabilities and
gain better leverage on its current ones, as well as boosting its brand and
technologies.”
So how does this business model work? What are the best practices on the
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market? And why should this kind of cooperation happen?
If there is something on what corporations may agree, is that they need to
innovate, so their business has a long-time perspective. However, is certain
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moment corporations become too slow in innovation, having some struggles on
a market. In the end, big companies find themselves blocked on the market by a
new and agile startup. As an example, you can remember the Netflix replacing
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Blockbuster. But if they could collaborate on a certain point, Blockbuster
wouldn’t lose their positions on a market and would innovate with Netflix

e

together.
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One more basic example of co-opetition can be found in social media industry.
You can see a lot of social media apps and websites that allow you to use your
Facebook or Twitter credentials, instead of creating a new one. That’s a win-win

C

situation for both. This is the case where two companies had to cooperate
together.

In the German market as an example you can take Amazon Payment Services.
They collaborate with many startups to use their payment credentials. Amazon
wins as they continue growing their brand and for a startup to have such kind of
cooperation is a good sign for trust when its coming to a new potential customer
and user experience on the website.
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Summery chapter I
The Chapter I was focused on theoretical knowledge for this topic. We named
the main goals corporations follow while partnering with startups: financial,
strategic, innovative, customer centric and few others (ecological, cultural etc.).
Cooperation has many benefits if the risks are recognized in advance if they are
calculated or even avoided. But this requires a good groundwork by the both
cooperation partners, a common understanding of the goals and a common
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mission.
Before considering such kind of partnership it should be clear how can you do
it. We have described 4 kinds of collaboration: partnership, investment,

ud

acquisition and systematic business programs. It was categorized according to
level of investment and involvement. It is hard to say that one or another kind of
collaboration is better or worse. They all perceive different goals and benefits,

St

including risks also. The market changes so fast that companies create their
own ways to collaborate with startups, f.e. their own startup programs or
venture capital.

e

Based on our market research we can make a few conclusions. First, how will

as

the capital change after different partnerships and second, how can you finance
the deal.

C

The last point we wanted to mention is the view on co-opetition. When
companies are competitors but partner - that can have the advantages for both.
According to our market research there are few trendy industries in 2018 to
invest in: AI, IoT, Blockchain Technology, Green Energy etc. These are the
industries you would like to pay attention to.
In the Chapter I everything speaks for cooperation with startups. There are a lot
of good examples of such partnership and that’s what we would like to describe
in Chapter II.
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3. Real-Life Business Cases (Uber &
Microsoft)
For the last part of this work we’ve decided to take 2 examples of partnership
with startups: Uber and Microsoft. These 2 companies where chosen because
Uber is the fastest growing startup and its list or partners among big corporation
grows every day. And Microsoft built its own platform for working with startups
and more than 10 years ago made a huge investment in the most successful
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startup. Let’s take a closer look at these cases. The idea of this chapter is that
you can see how the theory from chapter I may look in real life.

ud

Uber

The perfect example of collaboration with huge corporations is Uber. Not only

St

one but few quite huge brands chose to cooperate with this industry changer on
a daily basis. Why does everyone seek to partner with them and what are the
benefits? As Brian Solis, principal analyst at Altimeter, says, “Since Uber is a

e

software-based platform that combines real-time, mobile, and social, it’s a

as

catalyst for a new model for collaboration.”
Partnership with Pepsi Max

As a part of “Back to Future Day” in London Pepsi Max and Uber partnered and

C

gave the possibility for customers, who had entered the promotional code while
booking a ride with Uber, to ride a DeLorean. And of course, Pepsi provided a
free drink on a ride. This partnership had a customer-centric goal. As we’ve
mentioned in the beginning of this work: “Successful business models are
based on the ability to build customer relationships and maintain them over the
long term.” Both, customers of Uber and Pepsi, were satisfied. This partnership
had mostly no risks and minimum investment. But according to Uber, the
customer satisfaction is on first place.
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Partnership with Car Manufactures
As a ride sharing service, Uber has huge interest not only in new cars but also
in developing their business model in a new way. Partnership with Toyota can
bring the whole idea of ride sharing to a new level. Working on a commercial
autonomous service is a big opportunity for each of these companies, but it
could also represent a new kind of self-driving relationship for the ride-hail
company. Uber will integrate its own end-to-end self-driving tech into these
shuttles. Toyota has its own interest in partnership with Uber also because in
2016 they’ve invested in a startup. But Toyota is not the only car company Uber
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works with, Daimler and Volvo partner on a driverless car together. Uber will
buy from Volvo 24 000 cars in which will be their technology integrated. And
Daimler simply agreed to leverage the ride-hail network.

ud

We can notice that corporation work with different types of partnership but with
one goal – Innovation. According to our classification Toyota is not only one of
still not so clear.
Partnership with BMW

St

the investors for Uber but also a partner on some future technologies that are

e

In October 2015 BMW have chosen to partner with Uber, providing free rides in
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the BMW 7 Series to promote the new car. This case looks very similar to the
example with Pepsi - the goal of this partnership was customer oriented plus

C

advertising.

Uber Spotify Collaboration
Music-streaming app Spotify partnered with Uber to create playlist for a ride. A
perfect example of a co-branding partnership between totally different services
with one goal - to get more satisfied users.
When riders are expecting their Uber, they're prompted to connect with Spotify
and to become the DJ for this ride. Customers can choose from their own music
list their favorite songs.
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With the help of this partnership customers of Uber and Spotify get better
customer experience and enjoy both services. In the end they might be more
interested in using these two services over competitors.

Microsoft
Microsoft is the huge corporation with a good experience collaborating with
startups. They’ve tried all kinds of partnership according to our research and we
would like to mention one example for each category: Partnership, Investment,
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Acquisition and Startup Program.
Partnership

This is the year when Microsoft concentrates on partnership with a huge

ud

number of startups. The Startup program, called Microsoft for Startups, that was
lunched previously this year has different functions: from partnering with to
investing in startups. Later we will talk about this program more. But for now,

St

Microsoft plans to connect startups to 40,000 Microsoft Sales Representatives.
Which means Microsoft will help startups to sell. And this is a huge strategic

e

move.

Microsoft is focused on working with accelerators to promote their services

as

through its sales team and partner network. Access to Microsoft’s more than
40,000 salespeople could drive significant sales for startups that are selling to

C

other companies. (Members of those programs also get access to up to
$120,000 in Azure credits.)
But Microsoft also stands to benefit. Startups that want to take advantage of the
co-selling support will need to build their products on Microsoft Azure. Microsoft
Azure is a direct competitor of AWS that leads today’s cloud market.
Microsoft won’t just throw startups in the deep end. Its program is designed to
help companies make sure their product and go-to-market team is ready to
work with the company’s sales organization, so that it’s a beneficial experience.
That said, Microsoft will still have to prove that the co-selling benefit is worth
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switching platforms or building an application on top of Azure from a company’s
first line of code. [ Venturebeat, 2018]
Investment
The best and the biggest corporate investment in a startup for Microsoft
happened around 10 year ago, when $240 million were invested in Facebook.
Back that everyone thought that Microsoft is desperate. It was the time when
people were talking “Web 2.0” and iPhone just got into the market. At that time
Microsoft was competing with Google for this deal – and won. And if we take a
look at Figure 6 you may notice how proportional is the growth of Facebook and
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Microsoft since 2012, after Facebook bought Instagram.

Now Facebook is worth $508 billion, up more than 30x from its 2007 level. It

C
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ud

has more than two billion users, up 40x from where it was 10 years ago.

[Figure 6. Microsoft & Facebook growth 2017 - 2017]
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Acquisition
Microsoft is known for acquiring different companies and adding them into their
portfolio: Skype, Hotmail, Nokia, LinkedIn and recently purchased GitHub.
And we would like to concentrate on one of the most recent. In May 2018
Microsoft acquired a conversational AI startup Semantic Machines. I hope you
still remember our part 2.2.3 about the AI as a trend for this year. Why would
Microsoft need an AI company? By the way one of the first companies
specialized on AI was purchased by Microsoft already in May 2016.
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One month ago, Google presented their new AI Product - Google Assistant.
They demonstrated how it could make an appointment for you, a reservation
and much more. We are sure that Google is not the only company that actively

ud

works on AI and it’s only a matter of time till one of the players will present their
new technology. The only question is: who will be faster? For this reason,
Semantic Machines (founded 2014) was acquired by Microsoft. The main idea

St

of the startup is to build AI that can communicate with people through speech
and text, with the Multilanguage function. Together with this startup Microsoft
included some key people for further developing the AI project: CTO Larry

e

Gillick (previously Apple’s chief speech scientist for Siri), Dan Klein and Percy
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Liang (AI Professors from UC Berkley and Stanford).
The goal of this acquisition is strategical and innovative at the same time. Since

C

2016 Microsoft developed services that are based on AI:
•

Microsoft Cognitive Services (Is a deep learning framework developed by
Microsoft Research. Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit describes neural
networks as a series of computational steps via a directed graph.)

•

Azure Bot Services (Is a computer program or an artificial intelligence
which conducts a conversation via auditory or textual methods.)

•

Cortana (Virtual assistant)

•

Xiaolce (Is an advanced natural language chat-bot developed by
Microsoft.)
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Systematic Program
“Grow, build and connect with Microsoft for Startups” – with this moto was
announced the Microsoft for Startups program. But this not the first time they
work and provide help to startups. They ‘ve already had Microsoft Ventures and
Microsoft Accelerator program. Microsoft for Startups is a program that wants to
bring technology and marketing expertise to startups and also to allow startups
to collect some investments from Microsoft. On their official website you can
see that they are planning to invest in more than 30 different industries and the
list of startups form existing program can be already found there as well.
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As an example of a startup working with Microsoft we could name company
called LogDNA. Startup streamlines system log analysis, speeds up business
growth using Microsoft Azure. The founding provided - $1.7M. Originally, they

ud

took a participation in the most famous Accelerator – Y Combinator. The idea of
startup in the first place was different but in some moment they’ve build an
internal system that had a bigger potential than essential business model.
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Microsoft Azure helped this startup to use their technology and to scale faster.
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Summery chapter II
In the chapter II we wanted to show on example of Microsoft and Uber how
companies collaborate with startups. From one site you could see how Uber as
a fastest growing startup attracts a lot of corporations for partnership. And on
the other Microsoft as a company that already not only has understood the
startup super power (Facebook example) but also took the active cooperation
process as a strategical decision for 2018.
According to our research all big corporations as Google, Facebook, IBM, SAP,
Apple etc. work with startups on a daily basis or even have created their own
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business programs that take care only about startup topic. All these companies
prove that collaboration of any kind is beneficial. Because in this digital era
market grows and changes so fast that its extremely important not to miss

ud

innovation and opportunity, otherwise they may be out of their own market very

C
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soon.
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Executive Summery
This paper work was intended to describe and to dig into topic of collaboration
with startups. This work can be a good informational source for all firms that
plan or consider working with startups, as well as for startups to learn from
others who grabbed attention of market leaders.
On today’s market not the strongest one survives, but the most adaptable. This
quote you may compare with dinosaurs that ruled the Earth million years ago.
But they were not able to adopt.
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Cooperation usually involve strengthening or improving the own market position
and competitive environment. For established companies, this can mean they
are able to gain access to new ways of working, new ideas, products and

ud

technologies, or completely new business models. The cooperation with young,
flexible companies has become as attractive for big corporates as never before.
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And this paper work proves it.
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